The present work shows that a properly chosen ordering of operators can restore unitarity in anisotropic quantum cosmological models. Bianch V and Bianchi IX models with a perfect fluid are worked out. It has been shown that a transformation of coordinates takes the Hamiltonian to that of an inverse square potential which has equal deficiency indices and a self-adjoint extension is thus possible. It is also shown, although not detected clearly before, that isotropic models are also apt to violate the conservation of probability for a careless operator ordering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the advent of Wheeler-deWitt equation [1] [2] [3] , quantum cosmology has been amongst the most talked about fields where quantum mechanical principles are invoked in gravitational systems. In the absence of a generally accepted quantum theory of gravity, quantum cosmology indeed provides an arena where signatures of quantum effects in gravitational systems are looked at. However, there is a host of conceptual problems in quantum cosmology. For instance, the identification of a reasonable time parameter has indeed been a problem as in a relativistic theory time is a coordinate rather than a unequivocally respected scalar parameter [4] [5] [6] [7] . There are problems regarding the boundary conditions, problems regarding the interpretation of the wave function and several others. There are some comprehensive reviews which summarize the development of the subject and also the problems that it has [8] [9] [10] . Th e problem of the identification of a well behaved time parameter might be taken care of by introducing a fluid, so that the monotonic evolution of the fluid density, if there is any, can play the role of time. This strategy had been utilized by Lapchinskii and Rubakov [11] . This method invokes what is known as Schutz's formalism where the fluid variables are given dynamical degrees of freedom via some thermodynamic potentials [12, 13] . The method finds a renewed and very successful application by Alvarenga and Lemos [14] and is quite frequently utilized now. For the quantization of an isotropic cosmological model, relevant examples can be found in the works of Batista et al [15] , Alvarenga et al [16] and Vakili [17, 18] . In order to quantize anisotropic models, this method has been employed by Alvarenga et al [19] , Majumder and Banerjee [20] , Pal and Banerjee [23] .
A major problem in quantum cosmology is the fact that quantization of anisotropic cosmological models are notorious for the non-unitary evolution of the system leading to a non-conservation of probability. The Bianchi I model discussed by Alvarenga et al [19] and the Bianchi V and IX models invesigated by Majumder and Banerjee [20] both suffer from this pathology. It should be mentioned that the use of the fluid evolution as the time parameter has the great advantage of acting as a probe for this non-unitary behaviour of the models. In the absence of matter, there is hardly any physical identification of time and thus the time dependence of probability might escape without being properly detected [21, 22] . There is no generally accepted reason for this alleged non-unitarity, but fingers point towards the hyperbolic nature of the Hamiltonian leading to a breakdown of the positive-definiteness of the kinteic energy [19] .
Very recently it has been shown that, as opposed to the folklore, this non-unitarity is not in fact a generic problem of anistropic cosmologies [23] . The problem actually lies with a bad choice of operator oredering rather than anything else. Majumder and Banerjee [20] showed that with a proper operator ordering in the case of a Bianchi V model, the non-unitarity can be alleviated to an extent such that for large time the probabilty becomes a constant. But one can argue that this is not quite significant as a model is either unitary or not, as unitarity is not essentially characterized by its magnitude. But a later work [23] , which deals with a Bianchi I model, actually shows that an operator ordering can be chosen which leads to a transformation of coordinates which in turn indicates that the system has a favourable deficiency index. Thus a self-adjoint extension for the Hamiltonian is on the cards [24] . The latter work [23] explicitly sh ows some examples for the self-adjoint extension for the Bianchi I model and also gives the resulting solutions with a time independent norm for the wave packet. It has also been shown by the same work that the "transformation of coordinates" can be effected at the classical level itself so that the particular operator ordering comes naturally and does not have to be arbitrarily chosen. lead to a unitary evolution and hence a conservation of probability. So this desired but so far eluding unitary behaviour of anisotropic quantum cosmological models is not out of reach and is also not a peculiarity of Bianchi I models alone. It is true that the solutions are obtained only for some cases of the equations of state of the fluids. But this is because of the complication in integrating the Wheeler deWitt equation in general. However, one single non-trivial example is good enough to become hopeful, and in fact we have a host of examples now.
Isotropic models are believed to be well behaved and appear to present a unitary evolution. We also show that this also crucially depends on the operator ordering! It is shown that the some choice indeed yields a unitary evolution whereas there are examples in the literarure [16, 19] where a different operator ordering is quite apt to present a time dependent norm.
The paper is organized as the following. In section 2, a very brief description of the Schutz's formalism is given and the scheme of quantization for a Bianchi V model with a perfect fluid is discuused in detail. In the third section, a Bianchi IX model is discussed. The fourth section deals with a spatially flat isotropic cosmological model and the fifth and final section includes a discussion of the results obtained.
II. BIANCHI-V MODELS
The relevant action in gravity is given by
where R is the Ricci scalar, K ab is the extrinsic curvature, and h ab is the induced metric over the boundary ∂M of the 4 dimensional space-time manifold M and P is the pressure of the fluid. The units are so chosen that 16πG = 1. The third integral represents the matter part taken in the form of a perfect fluid while the first two integrals take care of the gravity sector.
Bianchi-V cosmological models are given by the metric
where n(t) is the lapse function and a, b, c are functions of the cosmic time t, m is a constant related to the curvature of spatial slice. This is the anisotropic analogue of a spatially open FRW metric.
Using the metric we rewrite the gravity sector of (1) in the following form
We introduce a new set of variables as
This kind of the choice of variables is not new and quite extensively used in the literature [19, 20] . This choice assumes another constraint bc = a 2 , but the model is still Bianchi-V. With these variables, the Lagrangian density of the gravity sector becomes
With β 0 , β + , β − being used as the coordinates, the corresponding Hamiltonian is written as
We now employ Schutz's formalism [12, 13] and identify a time parameter out of matter sector which is chosen to be an ideal fluid given by an equation of state P = αρ where α is a constant (with α ≤ 1) and ρ is the density of the fluid. The only difference between Bianchi-I and V comes from the proper volume measure,
for the latter. Hence using standard thermodynamical considerations, the fluid part of the action (1) can now be cast into following form
where the factor of V = dx e 2mx dydz comes out due to integration over space. Here S, h and are thermodynamic potentials. S actually represents the specific entropy and h is the specific enthalpy. The potential does not have any physical significance. For the details of the calculations, the meaning of the quantities used and equations connecting them, we refer to [20] .
We define the canonical momenta to be p =
and Hamiltonian comes out to be
We now effect the following canonical transformation,
and write the Hamiltonian for the fluid sector as
It deserves mention that the transformed variables retain the canonical structure as verified by the relevant Poisson brackets [23] . The net Hamiltonian, for the gravity plus the matter sector, now becomes
(16) Variation of the action, with respect to n, yields Hamiltonian constraint
One should note that T , as defined here through the fluid variables, indeed has a proper orientation so as to be used as the time parameter [23] . We now promote the super Hamiltonian H to an operator and postulate commutation relation amongst the quantum operators as usual. We write
for i = 0, +, and
This mapping is equivalent to postulating the fundamental commutation relations:
where I is of course the unit matrix. In all the subsequent discussion, the choice of natural units is employed, i.e., = 1. With the operator ordering as prescribed in [23] , the Wheeler-De Witt equation, HΨ = 0, now takes the form ,
With the standard separation of variables as,
the equation for φ becomes
This is because the solution of the p + sector will be of the form e ık+β+ and will not be affected by the factor ordering.
For α = 1, we make the change of variables as
so that equation (23) becomes
(25) We define:
Equation (25) can now be written as
One can write (29) in the form
Now (29) can be viewed as
3(1−α) . As V (χ) is a continuous and real-valued function on the half-line, one can show that the Hamiltonian H g has equal deficiency indices and thus admits a self-adjoint extension. For a systematic and rigorous description of the self-adjoint extension, we refer to the standard text by Reed and Simmons [24] . So it is now proved that quantized Bianchi V models with a perfect fluid indeed admits a unitary evolution. It is important to note that this result is quite general in the sense that almost all sorts of perfect fluids are in the purview of the result. This transformation of variables, however, excludes a stiff fluid given by an equation of state α = 1. We shall now show an explicit example.
A. A special case: 3α + 1 = 0
This special case appears to be a bit peculiar as the pressure is negative, but it does not violate the energy condition ρ + 3P ≥ 0 and actually corresponds to a string distribution. The motivation behind this special choice is that it leads to a considerable simplification in the integration. In fact if we put α = − becomes a constant and we have a similar situation like that of a Bianchi-I model with same value of α but with shifted energy spectra [23] as evident from following equation
The solution to the (31) has already been described in the [23] and it is given by Hankel functions:
respectively for σ > − σ ∈ R. In both cases, the spectrum is given by E = M 2 − λ 2 . Hence, if we look for solutions with negative energy, we need to enforce the constraint λ > M = 8m 1−α . The self-adjoint extension guarantees that | B A | takes a value so as to conserve probability and makes the model unitarity [23] .
For Bianchi-V with string distribution we can summarize the effect of operator ordering via figure 1, where the norms (or the reflection coefficient of the wave functions for a scattering like state) for various operator ordering are compared. Here the green one (solid thick line) is the flat one, representing a unitary model. This in fact represents reflection coefficient at origin for the solution obtained via operator ordering proposed in the present work. Being a constant (it equals one actually, the graph is scaled in order to increase the resolution in the diagram), it implies that no probability is lost at origin, hence we have a unitary model. The blue (Dashed line with medium spacing) and the red one (Dashed line with largest spacing) were obtained by Majumder and Banerjee [20] , where the red one asymptotically becomes flat and restores the probability conservation at least asymptotically. The yellow one (i.e the dashed line with tiny spacing looking like a dotted line) (also used by Alvarenga et. al. [19] Green T hicksolid Line ≡ e 3 2 (α−1)β0 p 0 e 3 2 (α−1)β0 p 0 So it is a gradual improvement, the red one gives the clue, a clever operator ordering makes the norm at least asymptotically time independent, whereas the present work, represented by the green one is truly unitary. But the advantage of the present work is that there is a formal proof of the fact that there exists a self-adjoint extension of the Hamiltonian.
III. BIANCHI-IX MODELS
The metric of Bianchi-IX model, which is the anisotropic generalization of the spatially closed FRW model, is given by
We define a new variable β = ab as prescribed in [20] . The lagrangian density for the gravity sector can be written in following form:
The corresponding Hamiltonian density is given by
Using Schutz's formalism along with a proper identification of time parameter as before, we come up with the Hamiltonian density for the fluid sector as
The net or the super Hamiltonian for the Bianchi-IX universe is thus given by
A. Ultrarelativistic Fluid α = 1
As an example, we take up an ultrarelativistic fluid i.e α = 1 for the Bianchi IX cosmology. The motivation is the same, we can separate the Wheeler-deWitt equation and get a complete solution. We follow the method as in [20] . For Bianchi-IX universe with ultrarelativistic fluid, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation HΨ = 0 takes the form
Using separation of variable
we have following set of equations,
where k is an arbitrary constant arising out of the separation process. We now define
With this newly defined variables, we can rewrite (42) in following fashion:
where σ = 3 16 − 2 (k − E) . Now (41),(45) constitute the governing equations for Bianchi-IX universe with an ultrarelativistic fluid. We observe, both of these equations can be mapped to a Schrodinger equation for a particle in an inverse square potential. Whether the potential is attractive or repulsive depends on the value of k and E. For the attractive regime, the Hamiltonian admits a self-adjoint extension [23, [25] [26] [27] 
where u(r) is the radial wavefunction for the free particle times the radial distance r from the origin. Now in (46), the energy is always positive since it is not a bound state, but in (41), (45), the term corresponding to E f p is −16 and −1 respectively, hence the repulsive regime for this case does not admit any solution. The attractive regime is enforced by following constraints
The inner product which makes (45) hermitian is given by
where
Hence, for the full Hilbert space, the inner product is given by
IV. ISOTROPIC HOMOGENEOUS MODEL
In this section we point out that without a properly chosen operator order, even an isotropic model can yield nonunitary solution which might have escaped any attention. The metric for a spatially homogeneous and isotropic model with flat spatial slices is given by
The choice of operator ordering used in the present work reduces to that of Pinto-Neto et al [22] for the isotropic case and ensures unitarity in the model. With this operator ordering scheme, the Wheeler-deWitt equation reads as
where a = e β0 . We can easily cast this equation in terms of a as,
which in fact conforms with that given by Pinto-Neto et al [22] and yields a unitary solution as shown in that work.
Had we not chosen this operator ordering, the solution might have been one which violates the probability conservation. For example, if we follow the method prescribed in [19] , we find the Wheeler-deWitt equation describing the model as (recalling that a = e β0 ) e 3(α−1)β0 1 24
which can be shown to be not the same as (52). The equation (53) admits the following definition of inner product so as to ensure the hermiticity of Hamiltonian (not the self-adjoint property though):
This definition differs from that described in [23] .
Following the method described in [19] , it can further be shown that Hamiltonian defined via this operator ordering is not self-adjoint, leading to a non unitary model.
The bad choice of operator ordering can have an even worse effect. If we follow the operator ordering as described in [16] , for α = 1, we can not have any normalizable solution. On the other hand, the equation (52) or (51), following the operator ordering used in the present work, can serve the purpose right. The solution is given by ψ = e ı ωβ0+ ω 2 24 T , which can be used to construct wavepackets with time independent finite norm.
The point to note is that the problem of nonunitarity is more akin to a bad choice of coordinate or operator order rather than being a generic feature of anisotropic model. Here we have explicitly shown, using results from literature, that should we not employ a suitable operator ordering, the model can be plagued with non unitarity even in isotropic cases as well.
V. DISCUSSION
The work conclusively shows that it is quite possible to construct unitary quantum cosmological models for anistropic models like Bianchi V and Bianchi IX cosmologies. Along with the recent work which gives similar results for a Bianchi I model, it is now quite clear that the alleged non-conservation of probability is not really a generic problem of the anisotropy of the cosmological model, it rather results from a wrong choice of the operator ordering. The reason for choosing Bianchi V and IX is the fact that they are anisotropic generalizations of spatially open and closed isotropic models respectively. So along with the results for the Bianchi I model [23] , one now has quite a large set of examples of anisotropic cosmologies which do preserve probability conservation on quantization. Indeed these are examples, chosen on the basis of the separability and hence the degree of simplification in the integration of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, but in no way at the expense of anisotropy.
It is also shown that even isotropic models can have the same problem of a non-conservation of probability for an improper choice of operator ordering. So it is not actually fair that only anisotropic models are pulled up for the ill-behaved solutions.
The examples amply show that the alleged nonunitarity is not a result of the non-hyperbolicity of the kinteic term in the Hamiltonian. The physical basis of the operator ordering that yields a well behaved wave packet is not known. However, as no ordering starts favourite either, one can anyway choose the favourable one. As the probability is conserved, further physical details of quantum cosmologies for the anisotropic cases can now be investigated more thoroughly. The corresponding classical solutions should also be looked at more critically to check if there is any geodesic incompleteness or any other pathology. This is important as inverse square potential, to which the models effectively reduce, has many strange features [27] . It has already been shown for Bianchi I models that the conservation of probability is achieved neither at the cost of the evolution of the universe nor the anisotropy itself [23] . The examples found in the present work, particularly for the Bianchi V models, involve Hankel functions and thus are a lot more non-trivial than their Bianchi I counterparts. So there is ample scope for further investigation, although that is not a part of the present work.
